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Abstract
We establish an algebraic foundation to complement the improved geom etric codes 
of Feng and Rao. Viewing linear codes as affine variety codes, we utilize the Feng- 
Rao minimum distance bound to construct codes with relatively large dimensions. 
We examine higher-dimensional affine hypersurfaces with properties similar to 
those of Herm itian curves. We determine a Grobner basis for the ideal of the 
variety of rational points on certain affine Fermat varieties. This result is applied 
to determine parameters o f codes defined from Fermat surfaces.
iv
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Introduction
Linear codes obtained by m ethods from algebraic geometry have gained signifi­
cant notoriety since 1982. when Tsfasman, VladuL and Zink [10] determ ined the 
existence o f a sequence of algebraic-geometric (or Goppa) codes that exceeded  
the Gilbert-Varshamov bound on the minimum distance. In 1995. G.-L. Feng and 
T .R .N . Rao [4] introduced the concept o f improved geometric Goppa codes from  
plane curves. Absent of algebraic geometry, they were able to improve the current 
one-point Goppa codes from curves that have a single point at infinity.
The goal of this dissertation is to produce an algebraic foundation to com plem ent 
these so-called “improved geometric codes.” We shall also expand this notion to  
include affine varieties o f arbitrary dimension.
In Chapter 1, we describe affine varieties and a formation of linear codes defined 
by them. We also develop and expand the fundamentals of improved geom etric 
codes and the Feng-Rao bound on the minimum distance of a code. We conclude 
this chapter by examining codes from Type I curves, including Hermitian curves.
In Chapter 2, we review the theory of Grobner bases and investigate its applica­
tions to higher-dimensional varieties. We determine a Grobner basis for the ideal 
of the variety of rational points on certain affine Fermat varieties. This result is 
applied to determine parameters o f codes defined from Fermat surfaces.
Generally, we will have restrictions on code length and minimum distance. We 
will require the Feng-Rao bound on the minimum distance to create codes with  
relatively large dimensions.
1
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Chapter 1 
The Feng-Rao Bound and Affine Variety 
Codes
1.1 A ffine V ariety C od es
Let F9 be the finite field with q elem ents. Let S  C F9 [ x i , . . . . x*]. Let F9 denote
—k
an algebraic closure of F9. The Ar-tuple ( a i , . . .  .a*) G F 9 is called a solution of S
if f ( a i  , a k) =  0  for all /  in S.  T he affine variety in F^ defined by S, denoted
l ' (S) .  is the set o f all solutions o f S . The elements (a1:. . . ,  ak) o f V {S )  are known 
as the points o f V'(S). Further, if  each coordinate o f a point o f V {S )  lies in F9. 
then the point is called an F9-rational point of V’(S ). N ote that if /  is the ideal of 
F^fx] jT*i generated by the set S , then V'( / )  =  V (S ) .
D e fin it io n  1 . 1 . For I  an ideal o f F9 [xL, . . . ,  x fc], define
Iq := I  +  {x \  -  x x......... x qk -  x k) -
R em a rk  1 .2 . The points o f V { I q) are precisely the F9-rational points of V ( I ) .
Since the polynomials xf  — x, G Iq for each i such that 1 <  i <  k. we have that 
Iq is a zero-dimensional ideal. Moreover, by Seidenberg’s Lemma 92 [9], Iq is in 
fact a radical ideal.
The ring R =  Fq[ x i , . . .  , x k\ / I q is called the coordinate ring of the variety V ( I q). 
The elements o f R  are designated by / ,  where /  represents the equivalence class 
f  +  Iq. for each polynomial / .  Let An =  F£ be affine n-space over F9, where n is the 
number of points o f the affine variety V ( I q)- After ordering the points P i , . . . .  Pn of 
Vr(Iq), define an evaluation map <j> : R  >—> An by <£(/) =  ( / ( P i ) , . . . ,  f ( P n))- where 
/  =  f  +  Iq. The mapping 4> is easily seen to be an isom orphism  of F9-vector spaces.
D e fin it io n  1 .3 . A linear code o f length n over F , is a vector subspace of F£.
2
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Let /  be an ideal o f F ^ x i , . . . ,  x t ] and P i , . . . .  Pn be all the points o f V{Iq). Let 
L  be an F7-vector subspace of the coordinate ring R.
D e fin it io n  1 .4 . T he affine variety codes, C { I , L )  and C L{I, L) ,  are defined as 
follows:
C { I , L ) = 4 > { L )
C X( / , L )  =  0 (T)X
where o{L)  is the image of L under the evaluation map 6,  and ©(L)^ is the or­
thogonal complement o f <t>{L) with respect to the usual inner product on An.
R e m a r k  1 .5 . (i) Every F7-linear code can be represented as an affine variety code.
(ii) A different ordering of the points would yield an equivalent code, so a linear 
code with the sam e length, dimension, and minimum distance.
We define a weighted-degree lexicographic ordering on the (m onic) monomials
o f F7 [ x [ . ___X*]. For each of the variables Xj, where 1 <  j  <  k. we can assign a
positive integer, w t( x j ) .  The weight o f a monomial, Xj'x^2 . .  - x l£ , is defined as
k
w t(x \ lX2 ■.. x l£ ) =  ^2, i jWt(xj)- 
J=l
To define the total ordering < f on the monomials, apply the rule:
x \ lxlf . . .  x̂ .fc < [ i ( V 22 . . .  x{* if
(i) w t ( x \ ix t2 . .  . x l£ )  <  wt^Xi'xif • ■ -x ik) or
(ii) w t ( x \ lX2  ■ ■ -x'k) =  w t ( x \ lx 2  . .  .xj.k) and there exists an I
such that im =  jm for 1 <  m  <  I — 1 and U <  ji.
W ith this ordering we can further describe the elements of the coordinate ring R
o f the variety V ( I q). Let T k denote the set o f (monic) monomials of F , [ x i , . . .  ,Xfc],
i.e. T k =  {x“‘ . . . x £ fc|a,  G N for 1 <  i <  A:}. To simplify notation, we will some­
tim es write x a for x “* where a  =  ( a i , . . . , a*,) G Nfc. For every nonzero
3
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polynom ial /  €  F , [ x i , . . . , x fc], we can express /  as /  =  c ix %il +  c2x 3- +  h csx 3s
with 0 ^  q  G £  T k and x 3s < t < t x 3- < t x 3x. Define the leading
monomial of f ,  denoted l m ( f ) .  by l m ( f ) =  x 3x. A lso, define the leading term of 
/ ,  denoted l t ( f ) ,  by l t ( f )  =  Cix3'.
D e fin it io n  1 .6 . The footprint  or A -se t  of an ideal /  C F , [ i i  , x*] is defined by
A ( / )  := 7*  \ { Z m ( / ) | / € / , / * < > } .
E x a m p le  1 .7 . Let /  be the principal ideal in F .i[x i,x 2] generated by the poly­
nomial x \  -t- x |  +  x 2. T his is known as the (affine) Hermitian curve over F4 . Note 
that Iq =  (x\ +  x \  +  x 2,x {  — X i .x \  — x 2). Let w t ( x i )  =  2 and wt(x2) =  3. An 
explanation of the m otivation to choose these integers will follow later. Then we 
have A ( I q) =  (1, x i ,  x f , x 2, X\X2, x \ x 2, x \ ,  x3}.
D e fin it io n  1 .8 . For an ideal /  C Fg[ x i , . . . .  x*], we define the H-sequence  as 
H  :=  { / q } ^  the increasing sequence (under the ordering < t) of the elements 
of A {Iq). With a slight abuse o f notation, we will indicate that the monomial ht 
appears in the //-sequence by the notation hi £  H.
R e m a r k  1 .9 . For hi £  H , we claim  that if a m onom ial m divides h, . then m  £ H.  
For if not, m £ H  im plies there exists a polynomial /  £ Iq such that l m ( f ) =  m.  
Therefore, (£{■)/ £  Iq and l m ( ( ^ ) f )  =  (^J-)m =  hi. Thus, ht £  H,  which is a 
contradiction.
In Example 1.7, H  =  { I , x 1, x 2, x f , x 1x 2, x 2, x f x 2, x 2}. Note that the correspond­
ing weights of each of the eight monomials are distinct.
P r o p o s it io n  1 .1 0 . The elements of the set { h i , . . . ,  hn>} form a basis fo r  the co­
ordinate ring R. Therefore, dim F^fx^ . . .  , x * ] / / ,  =  |A ( /9)| =  n.
4
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Proof. Since R  is spanned by the set o f equivalence classes o f monomials that 
are not the leading monomial o f  any polynomial in Iq, it suffices to show that 
{ h i , . . . ,  hn>} is a linearly independent set o f elem ents o f R.  Suppose there exists 
ci, c2, ■ ■ -. Cn’ £  Fq not all zero such that c\h\  +  c-Ji2 -t- • - ■ +  Cn’hn' = 0 .  Therefore,
/  =  C\h\ + co h 2-{ f-Cn'hn> G Iq- Then l m ( f ) =  hi for som e i. However, hi G A ( / , )
implies that /  ^ Iq. which is a contradiction. It follows that n =  n'. □
1.2 Im proved G eom etr ic  C odes
YVe will next present several definitions that were first given by G.-L. Feng and T. 
R. X. Rao. [4]
D e f in it io n  1 .1 1 . Let L{r)  be the the linear subspace o f R  generated by the set 
{7i1;. . . .  hr }. More generally, let L(r ,  V i , . . . ,  v{) denote the subspace generated by 
{ /* ! . . . . ,  hr, hVl, . . . .  hVt} where r  +  1 <  <  • • • <  ut for som e / >  0. Note that if
I =  0 then L(r ,  vx, . . . ,  v{) =  L(r) .
D e fin it io n  1 .1 2 . If ht =  x \  x lf  ■ ■ ■ x f  and hj =  x \ l xif . . .  xjf then put h i j  :=  
x “lXo2 ■ ■ ■ where for I =  I , . . . .  k,
it +  j t  if  it -f j t  <  q
it +  j t  — {q — 1) otherwise.
By this construction, htj  < £ hihj.  However, h i j  and h{hj are equal as functions: 
i.e. when viewed as mappings from into F9, /itJ and hihj  are identical.
D e f in it io n  1 .1 3 . Let hr G H . A monomial h is said to be consistent with hr if 
h G L(r)  \  L {r  — 1 ) and wt(h)  =  w t(h r ). If h is consistent with hr , then we write 
h ~  hr .
L em m a  1 .1 4 . If  h < t hT, then h. G L{r  — 1) .
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Proof. Suppose h < t hr and h G L(s)  for som e s  >  r. Then h +  Iq =  Yli=i(kihi)  +  Iq 
for som e ki G F , for 1 <  i <  s  with ks £  0. Thus. /  =  5Zi=i(kihi) — h G Iq and 
l m ( f )  =  hs since ks /  0 and h < t hr < t h s. This is a contradiction since the 
m onomial hs G z \(Iq). □
C o r o lla r y  1 .15 . I f  h ~  hr , then hr < t h.
L e m m a  1 .16 . I f  h i j  G L(r) \  L ( r -  1) and wt{hi)  +  wtih-,) =  w t { h r), then hthj =  
h i j  ~  hr .
Proof. In order to show that ht J ~  hr , we only need to show that w t ( h i j )  =  w t(hr). 
If hihj  =  hij  then the conclusion is satisfied. Assume hthj ^  h i j .  Then we have 
w t(h i j )  <  wt(hi) +  iv t(hj)  =  wt(hr). Hence, hUj <* hT. By Lem m a 1.14, we have 
h i j  G L ( r  -  1), which is a contradiction. □
D e f in it io n  1 .1 7 . Let h,. h} G H  such that w t { h t) +  wt{hj)  <  w t ( h n) and h{j  ~  hT. 
If for each pair (it, v) such that 1 <  u <  i, 1 <  v <  j  and (u, i / )  ^  (i . j ) we have 
hu.v €  L (r — 1 ), then h i j  is called a well-behaving term (consistent w ith hT).
L e m m a  1 .1 8 . Let h i ,h j ,  and hr G H .  If  hihj  =  hr then h{j  is a well-behaving 
term consistent with hr ■
Proof. Suppose hx, hj, hr G H  such that hxh3 =  hT. Then hr =  h thj  =  /itJ. Clearly, 
h i j  ~  hr . Let (u, v) be such that 1 <  it <  i, 1 <  v <  j  and (it, v) ^  ( i , j ) .  Then 
hu,« < t  huhv < t hihj  =  hT. Hence, hUyV G L {r  -  1). □
In Example 1.7, note that hAA =  =  h2 although h4hA =  xf .  Thus, hAA is
consistent with h2. However, hAA is not a well-behaving term since h i ,2 €  L{2). On 
the other hand, since x \  +  x j  +  x 2 G Iq, we have h2A — :r? ~  x \  =  h6. Therefore, 
h2A ~  h6. Upon further inspection, h2A is in fact a well-behaving term.
6
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D e fin it io n  1 .1 9 . Define AC :=  { (z .j)|/z,.j is a well-behaving term consistent with 
hr }. Put AC := |AC|-
In Example 1.7 .Vi =  1. N 2 =  2, N 3 =  2. A ] = 3. A'5 =  4. .V6 =  5, N- =  6 . A 8 =  8 . 
Since x f +  x \  4- x 2 G Iq, we have xf ~  x f  and x fx 2 ~  x f . Hence, the monomials 
h2i4 and /i4i2 as well as h i ^ , h 8^- and h8j  are all consistent with he- Upon further 
inspection, they are all well-behaving terms also. Hence. A'6 =  5. Also, the mono­
mials h2j ,  /14 5, /Z5 4, and /1-.2 as well as h i%8-hzfir h6,3t and h8>1 are all consistent with 
/i8. Upon further inspection, they are all well-behaving terms also. Hence, A'8 =  8 .
L e m m a  1 .20 . For 1 <  r <  n, J\fr is uniquely expressible as
Mr =  {(z‘l, j l  ), - - • , (i.Vr, )} 
where i { =  j ;Vr <  z2 =  j s r- \  <■•■ <  i \ r =  Ji ■
Proof. Let (ia , j a ) and (iy-jp)  be distinct elements of AC, where w ithout loss of 
generality, we may assume ia <  i$. Assume j a <  j j . Then ia <  i$ and j Q <  j j  with 
{la- jo)  #  ( i a j p )  along with hiaj a ~  hr imply that hl3j 3 is not a well-behaving 
term. This is a contradiction. Thus, j j  <  j a . Suppose ia =  i3 . then j $ <  j a and 
h i j j j  ~  hr imply hioj a is not a well-behaving term. This is also a contradiction. 
Thus, for 1 <  / <  N r. each it is distinct. Also, since hij  =  h j then ( i . j )  G AC 
im plies that {j, i) G AC- LI
P r o p o s it io n  1 .2 1 . For hr — x f1 . .  . x^" G H, N r >  n i u f o  +  !)•
Proof. For each divisor d  o f hr , we have d  G H  and ^  G H  by Remark 1.9. There 
are n r = i(r» +  1) such divisors. Thus each divisor yields a distinct pair { i . j )  such 
that hihj  =  hr . By Lemma 1.18, each such h i j  is a well-behaving term consistent 
with hT. □
7
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It is easy to see that N r can be strictly greater than just the number of monomial 
divisors of hr. Consider h6 =  x% from Example 1.7. The number of divisors o f x \
is 3 and Ar6 =  5.
D e f in it io n  1 .22 . Let H r denote the r x n  m atrix defined by H r :=  [hi(Pj)],  where 
1 <  i <  r and 1 <  j  <  n. Note that Hr is a parity check matrix for the affine 
variety code C x ( / ,  L(r) ).
D e fin it io n  1 .23 . Consider the code C x (/ ,  L)  where L =  L(r,  t?1;. . . ,  v{). Define
/  Hr ^
hVx{Px) hv l(Pn)
Hr : =
h v , ( P n )  Jy h Vl(Pi) ■■
Note that H ’ is a parity check matrix for C x ( / .  L)  and if / =  0. then H * =  Hr.
We will now discuss the minimum distance o f the codes with parity check matrix 
H Let h'i := (h i ( P i ) , . . .  , h i ( P n)) and h'tJ :=  ( h i j ( P i ) , . . . ,  hid (Pn)). For each 
c =  (ct , . . . ,  Cn) E 1 <  i <  ti. and 1 <  j  <  n define the following syndromes: 
s -(c) :=  /i'cr  and 5 ,j (c )  :=  h'ijCT. Note that if c is a codeword, then Si(c) =  0 
for i =  1, 2 , . . . ,  r, t/’i, i?2, . . . .  V/. an<l that S , j (c )  =  0 if h ij G L(r.  v i , . . . .  V[). Let 
<5C :=  [•S'ij(c)] be the n x  n  matrix of syndromes. Since h i j  and hthj  are equal as 
functions, then <SC =  H nD(c)H„  where D(c)  is the diagonal n x n  m atrix with c 
on the diagonal,
/
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The square m atrix H n must have full rank. For if there existed k i  , kr €  Fv
such that ^ " = 1  (kih'j) =  (0 , . . . , 0 ), then the function /  =  {ktht ) must vanish
at each of the points P x. . . . ,  Pn. Hence. /  e  I ( V ( I q)) =  Iq since Iq is radical. 
However. l m ( f )  6  H  implies that l m ( f ) €  ± { I q). which is a contradiction. Since 
H n and H J  both have full rank, then we have rank S c =  rank D(c)  =  wt{c).
P r o p o s it io n  1 .2 4 . Suppose c =  ( c i , . . . .  Cn) is a codeword of the code with parity  
check matrix H ‘ . If s r+x{c) ^  0. then w t(c ) >  -Vr+1.
Proof. Since c is a codeword, then s t (c) =  0 for 1 <  i <  r. For each of the N r+X- 
many hUJ which are well-behaving terms consistent with hr+x, we have Sij (c )  ^  0. 
This follows since each hjj  6  L (r  -+- 1) \ L ( r )  implies /i ,j  +  Iq =  +  A  f°r
some kt €.Fq, 1 <  i <  r +  1 with A:r+i ^  0. Thus, there exists a polynomial /  €  Iq
such that h i j  =  ^ff-ll ikihi)  -I- / .  Then.
r+l
h'iJ =  £ > < * 0  +  U<.Pl f(Pn))-  
1 = 1
Since /  €  Iq: we have
r+ 1 r+l
S i A c) =  ^ 2 ( kihicT) +  (0 . - - . .  0 )cr  =  ^ ( k i S ^ c ) )  =  kr+ls r+l(c)
1=1 i=l
since s,-(c) =  0 for 1 <  i <  r. Since kr+l ^  0 and sr+x(c) ^  0, we have S,,j(c) #  0. 
However. htJ a well-behaving term implies that for each pair (u. v) such that 
1 <  u <  i. 1 <  v <  j  and (u, v) ^  (i, j )  we have hUiV €  L(r) .  Thus SUjV(c) =  0. Let 
K + i  =  { ( i i J i ) ,  - • -, (*jvr+i, Jivr+1)}  where i x =- j Nr+l <  i2 =  j Nr <  ■ <  i,vr+1 =  j i
as denoted in Lemma 1.20. For 1 <  / <  N r+l , the j i -th  row of the matrix S c 
has zeros in the first q — 1 entries and the i/th entry, nam ely 5 /(J((c), is nonzero. 
Since i x <  i2 <  • • • <  iNrJ.,, then the set of rows { / i ' , . . . . ,  h '. . } are linearlv
independent. Hence, rank S c =  wt(c)  >  N r+X. □
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T h e o re m  1 .2 5 . Suppose H ’ is a parity check matrix of a nontrivial  linear code. 
Let S' :=  min{iV„|t; ^ { 1 . . . . ,  r, v \ , . . . ,  u/}},  then the code has m in im um  distance 
at least S'. In this case, S' is called the Feng-Rao bound for  the m in im um  distance.
Proof. Let c be a nonzero codeword. Let p  be the smallest index such that s u(c) =  
0 for 1 <  u <  p  and sp+i(c) ^  0. Let’s show the existence o f such a p <  n. 
Assume s u(c) =  0 for 1 <  u <  n. Then h'ucT =  0 for 1 <  u <  n. Therefore, 
c E C L(I. L(n)).  However, C x ( / ,  L(n))  has dim ension 0. Thus, c — ( 0 , . . . ,  0). This 
is a contradiction. N ote that p +  1 ^ { 1 , . . . ,  r, v \ , . . . ,  t?;} since c is a codeword. 
However, c is also a codeword for C x ( / ,  L(p)).  By Proposition 1.24, we know that 
wt(c) >  Np+i >  S'. □
Suppose you desire a code o f length n to have a designed m inimum distance of 
S. Simply construct an affine variety code C x ( / ,  L) where V ( I q) has n points and 
L is the linear subspace of the coordinate ring R  spanned by {/^ |/i, E H , iV, <  d}. 
Then L can be expressed in the form L(r,  u \ . . . . ,  V() where
(i) for 1 <  v <  r, we have N v <  5:
(ii) jVr+1 >  6:
(iii) for r +  1 <  v <  n, if N v <  S then v E {t?i,. . . ,  u/}.
For the case when /  defines a plane curve that has one point at infinity, these 
codes are the so-called "improved” geometric Goppa codes of Feng and Rao [4]. 
They are constructed by starting with the usual geometric G oppa code where 
L =  L( l ,  2 , . . . ,  vi) which has the same minimum distance bound <5. The above 
construction deletes certain generators o f L(  1, 2 , . . . ,  vi) while m aintaining the same
minimum distance bound. When generators are deleted, the dim ension of L is
decreased, which in turn increases the dim ension of the code C x ( / ,  L),  thereby 
forming an “improved” code. Note that 5' as defined in Theorem 1.25 is also a
10
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lower bound on the minimum distance of the constructed code. Note that 6 <  S'. 
Therefore, in order to obtain a tighter lower bound, we may assume S =  N v for
som e v.
Thus, the minimum distance o f the code C L( I , L ), where L =  L(r,  
is bounded below by some N v. Recall, N v depends on the number of /i ,j  ~  hv 
(i.e., w t(h i j )  =  w t(hv) and h i j  G L(v)  \  L (v — 1)). Hence, in order to increase the 
bound on the minimum distance, we must increase the number of such /i,j . To 
accomplish this it is beneficial to assign the weights o f each of the variables such 
that each generator polynom ial o f /  has at least two m onomials of equal weight. In 
Example 1.7, by assigning w t ( x i )  =  2 and wt(x2) =  3, we obtain wt(xf) =  w t ( x \ ) 
for the lone generator polynom ial x \  +  x \  +  x2.
D e fin it io n  1 .26 . Define V r :=  { ( i , j ) \w t ( h i )  +  wt(hj)  =  ivt(hr)}.
T h e o r e m  1 .2 7 . Let V ( I q) be an affine variety, where I  is an ideal in F9 [xi, . . . ,  arn]. 
Let H be the monomial sequence obtained from A ( / ,) .  Then M r Q V r.
Proof. Let ( i . j )  €  Mr- Suppose hi =  x \l . .  .xj," and hj =  x j1 . .  . x 1" G H. We know 
it <  q — 1 and j i <  q — 1 for 1 <  I <  n. Consider the monomials hu =  x “l . .  . x “n 
and hv =  x \ l . . .  x"" where for 1 <  I <  n :
U[ =  <
U +  ji ~ (<1 ~ 1) if U +  ji >  Q 
ii otherwise
and r
0  if ii +  ji >  q
vi =  <
j t  otherwise.
N ote that ut <  ii and vt <  j i  for 1 <  I <  n. Therefore, hi is a multiple of h  ̂ and hj 
is a multiple of hv. Thus hu, hv G H.  Assume there exists an I such that ii +  j i  >  q.
11
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Then. hu < t hi and hv < t h3. This implies that u <  i. v  <  j  and (u , u) ^  (L j) . 
However, by construction hUiV =  ~  hr , so that hu-t. €  L{r) \  L ( r  — 1). Thus,
hi j  is not a well-behaving term, which is a contradiction. Therefore, ii +  ji <  q for 
1 <  / <  n, and so hthj =  hij .  Hence wt(hi)  -I- wt{h} ) =  w t ( h i j )  =  w t {h r), since 
h i j  ~  hr, which implies that { i . j )  G V r. □
Therefore a necessary condition for /itJ to be a well-behaving term consistent 
with hr is that it must satisfy: wt{hi) +  w t {h j )  =  wt{hT).
C o ro lla ry  1 .2 8 . If  (i . j ) G jVr. then h i j  =  hihj.
E x a m p le  1 .2 9 . Let /  be the principal ideal in F8 [x i , x2] generated by the poly­
nomial Zj +XiXo  +  x-2 - This is known as the affine Klein quartic curve over F§. The 
variety V {Iq) contains 22 points. Let w t ( x i) =  3 and w t{x 2 ) =  2. Then we have
A { I q) =  {x°x% |0 <  a  <  2 ,0  <  (3 <  7, and if a  >  0, then 3  <  7}.
Thus, the //-sequence is
{ 1 ,  Z 2 , X \ .  x \ ,  XiX2 , x \ ,  X \ .  X i Z o ,  . . . .  z f x | } .
Note that
Ve =  r7 =  {(1, 7), (1, 6 ), (2,4) ,  (3, 3), (4, 2). (6 . 1), ( 7 , 1 )}.
However. Me =  {(1,  6 ), (2, 4). (4,2),  (6 , 1)} and j\f7 =  { ( 1. 7). (3, 3), (7, 1)}. Hence, 
Me £  Ve and M 7 #  V 7.
Whenever wt{hi)  =  wt{hj) ,  we have Vi =  Vj.  However, since M t and Mj  are 
disjoint, we know that Mi #  Vi and/or M j  7  ̂ Vj.  In the next section we will 
discuss a class o f codes in which M r =  V r for each r.
R em a rk  1 .3 0 . Kirfel and Pellikaan [7] defined a minimum distance bound which 
they originally called the Feng-Rao bound, but which was later renamed the order
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bound [5]. T his bound is related to the sets V r defined above. The Feng-Rao bound 
is tighter than the order bound to the true minimum distance. However, for Type 
I curves, it follows from Theorem 1.35 that these bounds are identical.
1.3 T y p e  I C urves
D e fin it io n  1 .3 1 . If wt{ht) <  w t(h i+ l ) for 1 <  i <  n — 1 , then the //-sequence is 
said to contain distinct weights.
L em m a  1 .3 2 . I f  the H-sequence contains distinct weights, then
=  {(*\i)|fcij ~  M-
Proof. We need to show that if h i j  ~  hr then hio is a well-behaving term. For any 
u <  i and v <  j  w ith (u. v) ^  (L j ) ,  we have that
w t ( h U'V) <  w t(hu) 4- w t(h v) <  wt(hi)  4- wt(hj )  =  w t (h r).
Hence, hUtV G L { r  — 1). □
D e fin it io n  1 .3 3 . The affine plane curves over Fq defined by the principal ideal 
/  =  (x“ -f 4- f ( x i , x 2)) C F ,[j:i,X 2] wffiere gcd(a, 6) =  1 and deg /  <  m in {a .6} 
are the so-called Type I  curves o f Feng and Rao. We may assume that a <  q and 
b <  q.
Given a T ype I curve, we set w t ( x i )  =  b and wt(xo) =  a so that w t(x “) =  wt(xo).  
Let H  =  { /ii} ”=1 be the corresponding sequence of the elem ents o f A ( / ,) .
P r o p o s it io n  1 .3 4 . For Type I  curves, H  contains distinct weights.
Proof. Since 4 - x* 4- / ( x ! , x 2) £  Iq, its leading monomial, x “ ^ A ( / ,) .  Thus, 
any multiple o f  x “ is not in A ( / , ) .  Suppose there exists twro monomials of H , 
hi — x\ lx *2 and hj =  x j'x 2̂ where i i <  a and j \  <  a  such that wt(hi)  =  wt(hj) .  
Then i\b  4- i^a =  wt(hi)  =  wt(h j )  =  j^b 4- j 2 <i im plies that a (i2 — j 2) =  b(ji  — z'i).
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However, \ji — ix j <  a and g cd (a ,6) =  1 imply that i x =  j i  and i2 =  j 2- Thus, 
hi =  hj.  Hence, H  contains distinct weights. □
T h e o r e m  1 .3 5 . For Type I  curves, V r =  N r fo r  1 < r <  n.
Proof. By Lemma 1.32 and Proposition 1.34. we know that N r — { ( i , j ) \ h t.j ~  hT}. 
By Theorem 1.27. it suffices to show that ( i . j )  £ V r implies that htJ ~  hr. 
Suppose h, =  rr'j1 x 'f , h} =  x \ lXrf, and hT =  x \ lx\rf  are members o f H  such that 
wt(hi)  +  wt(hj)  =  w t(h r ). Since i i ,  j i ,  and n  are each less than a, then either 
hr =  hihj or hr =  h,hjX~[aX2  =  x l̂ +:il~aX2 +3' +b. If hr =  hih j , then by Lemma 1.18, 
the conclusion is satisfied. We may assume that hT ^  hihj. Then, z’i +  j i  =  ri +  a 
and z2 +  j 2 +  b =  r2. Therefore,
hihj =  x [ l+aX2 2~b =  x \ lx r2 2~b(g — x b — f )  =  x r\ X rJ ~ bg — hr —
where g =  4- x% +  f ( x i , x 2), the defining polynomial for the ideal I. Now.
x \ lx rJ ~ bg €  / ,  and wt(hr ) >  w t ( x \ lx rj i~bl m ( f ) ) .  Therefore, hihj £  L ( r ) \  L(r — 1). 
To apply Lemma 1.16. we want h i j  £  L(r) \  L ( r — 1). Assume that hXJ ^  hthj. 
Since r2 — b <  q, we have n  +  a >  q. Thus, hthj — h i j  =  p ( x i , x 2)(x\  — Xi) 
for some polynomial p ( x \ , x 2). Since x \  — x t £  Iq. we have h i j  =  hihj. Hence, 
h i j  £  L(r) \  L ( r — 1) and by Lemma 1.16, h i j  ~  hT. □.
D e f in it io n  1 .3 6 . A special class o f Type I curves are the Hermitian curves. They 
are curves in which /  =  (xf +  x \ +l + x i )  C Fq2 [x i ,x2]. The variety V ( I q2) has q3 
rational points.
R e m a r k  1 .37 . In Definition 1.36, we could have also included ideals of the form 
/* =  (xq2 +  Xj+l + x 2). Their footprints, A ( /92) and A (/*2) are not equal. However,
3 3
for their respective m onom ial sequences, H  =  x and H* =  {/i,r}?=1. we do
have the property that wt(hi)  =  wt(h*)  for 1 <  i <  n =  q3. Since V r =  N r
14
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for 1 <  r <  n, the codes C ~ ( I . L )  and C x ( / * . £ )  where L =  L(r, v i , . . . ,  vt) 
have the exact same minimum distance bound. Since the length, dimension, and 
minimum distance bounds are equal, we can simply exam ine the case as stated in 
the definition.
For Hermitian curves,
A ( /<72) =  {x“lX22|0 <  <  q — 1 and 0 <  a 2 <  q2 — 1}-
For hr =  x \ lx r2  €. H  we can com pute N r. Since the xi  exponent o f any monomial 
in the //-sequence is bounded above by q — 1 , we have
Mr — Vr =  {(i ,  j ) \w t (h i )  +  wt(hj)  =  w t(h r )}
~  {{i-. j ) \h ih j  =  hr or hihj — x rl1+qX2 2~q~ 1}-
Thus.
N r =  |jVr| =  |{monomial divisors of either hr or x [ l~qX2 2~q~l }|
(ri +  l ) ( r2 +  1) if r2 < q
(r! +  l ) ( r 2 +  1) +  (q — n  — l ) (r2 — q) otherwise.
E xzim ple 1 .3 8 . Consider the Hermitian curve over Fg defined by the principal 
ideal /  =  (xf +  x \  -f x t) C F g [x i,x 2]. We set ivt(xi) =  4 and w t ( x 2) =  3. Also, 
A (/9) =  {x “‘x 22|0 <  oti <  2 and 0 <  q 2 <  8 }. Therefore, the //-sequence is
{1, X2, Xj, X2 , XtX2, Xj, Xj, . . .  ,XiX®}.
Then, Ni  =  1 , N 2 =  2, N3 =  2, N 4 =  3, yV5 =  4, =  3, N 7 =  4. Also, for r  >  8
we have N r >  6. Hence, the affine variety code C x ( / ,  L ( 7)) over Fg has length 27, 
dimension 2 0 . and minimum distance at least 6 .
15
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Chapter 2 
Codes on Fermat Surfaces
2.1 G robner B ases
In this section we will introduce some Grobner basis theory necessary for the subse­
quent sections o f this chapter. YVe shall m ostly follow the notation and terminology 
of Adams and Loustaunau [1], Fix a m onom ial ordering.
D e fin it io n  2 .1 . Let /  and g  be two nonzero polynomials in F7 [xt , . . . ,  X*]. We say 
that /  reduces to r modulo g (or by g) in one step, denoted by
if and only if lm(g)  divides a nonzero term Â  that appears in /  and
,  A'
r  =  f  ~  77TT<7-i t{g)
Note that we have subtracted from the polynomial /  the entire term X  and 
have replaced it with strictly smaller terms under our ordering. For the case when 
A' =  l t ( f ), we are applying the division algorithm to /  by dividing by g and 
receiving r  as our remainder.
D e fin it io n  2 .2 . Let / .  r and / 1;. . . , / ;  be polynomials in F9 [xi.  . . . ,  x*] with / ,  /  0 
for 1 < i <  I and let F  =  { / i , . . . .  f t } .  We say that /  reduces to r  modulo F . denoted 
by
/  ~ ^ +  r,
if and only if there exist a sequence o f indices • , i s £  and a
sequence of polynom ials r1;. . . ,  rs_ t €  F , [ x i . . . .  ,Xfc] such that
16
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D e fin it io n  2 .3 . A polynom ial r is called reduced w ith respect to a set of nonzero 
polynom ials F =  { f i , , / / }  if  either r =  0 or no m onom ial that appears in r is 
divisible by some where 1 <  i <  I.
D e fin it io n  2 .4 . A set of nonzero polynomials G  =  {g i ,  ■ ■ ■, gi}  contained in an 
ideal /  is called a Grobner basis for I  if and only if for each nonzero polynom ial 
/  £ I  there exists some i, where 1 <  i <  I. such that lm(gi)  divides lm ( f ) .
T h e o r e m  2 .5 . Let I  be a nonzero ideal of Fq[ x i , . . . ,  x*]. The following s tatements  
are equivalent for  a set of nonzero polynomials G  =  {<71, . . . ,< / /}  C I.
(i) G  is a Grobner basis f o r  I.
(ii)-----/  £  /  if  and only i f  f  ---->■+ 0 .
(iii) A  (I)  — {x“‘ . . .  x£fc | For each i. 1 <  i <  I. we have lm(gi)  { x “‘ . . .  x £ fc }.
Proof, (i) => (ii) Let /  be a polynom ial. Then there ex ists an r such that /  r,
where r is reduced with respect to  G.  Thus. /  — r E (G)  C I.  Hence. /  €  /  if and
only if r €  / .  Clearly, if r =  0 (i.e. /  — 0) then /  €  / .  Conversely, suppose 
/  €  / .  Then r e /  and by (i), there exists €  G  such that lm(gi) \ lm(r) .  However, 
since r is reduced with respect to  G,  we must have r =  0.
(ii) =*> (iii) Put
.4 =  {x“' . . .  x%k |For each i, 1 <  i <  L we have lm(gi)  f . . .  x£fc }.
Since { g i , . . . ,  <7/} C / ,  we have A ( / )  C .4. Suppose x “ l . .  .x £ fc ^ A ( /) .  Then, there 
exists a polynom ial /  e  /  such that l m ( f )  =  x “l . . . x £ fc. By (ii), /  reduces to 
0 modulo G.  Therefore, there exists <7, €  G  such that tm (g i ) \x ° l . . . x£* .  Hence, 
x ? . . . z ?  *  A.
(iii) => (i) Suppose f  £  I . T hen we have l m ( f )  4  ^ (-0 -  By (iii), there exists 
gi £  G  such that lm (g i ) \ lm ( f ) .  □
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L em m a  2 .6 . Let G  =  { g \ , . . . .  gi} be a Grobner basis fo r  I  C F,  [ i i . . . . .  x*]. Then 
for  all f  G F? [x i . . . .  , Xk]  the reduction of f  with respect to G  is unique.
G  GProof. Suppose /  — >+ and /  — ►+ r2 with n  and r 2  reduced with respect to 
G. N ote  that /  — n  G /  and /  — r> G / -  Therefore, ri — r2 G / .  Since ri — r2 is 
reduced with respect to G.  we must have n  — r2 =  0. □
R em a rk  2 .7 . Let I  be an ideal in F , [ x i , . . .  , x*]. Let G  be a Grobner basis for Iq. 
Let /  be a polynom ial in F? [x t , . . . .  x*]. Suppose f  £  Iq and let Ci X3x +  - - - -t- csx 3s 
(where x3i <t ■ ■ ■ < t  x 3x) be the unique reduction of /  w ith respect to G.  Then
x J l  , x 3s are in & {Iq). Suppose x 3x =  hr , the r-th elem ent in the //-sequence
(cf. Definition 1.8) .  Then, /  G L(r) \  L (r  — 1 ) .
Indeed, since /  +  Iq =  Cix^1 +  • • • +  csx 3s -I- Iq, we have /  G L(r) .  Assume 
/  e  L (r — 1). Then f  +  Iq =  k tht +  Iq where ki G F , for 1 <  i <  r — 1. Thus,
r  — I
Clx 3x +  Iq =  ^ 2  kth, — {c2 x3- H h csx 3s) +  Iq
i=i
implies that hT G L ( r  — 1). which is a contradiction.
C o ro lla ry  2 .8 . Let h i .h j  G H  and suppose hlJ ^ Iq. Reduce htj  with respect to 
a Grobner basis G  fo r  Iq. Let hr be the leading monomial o f  the reduction. Then 
hij  ~  hr if  and only if  w t (h i j )  =  w t (h r).
Note that Remark 2.7 implies that hi j  can only be consistent with the leading 
monomial of its reduction with respect to the Grdbner basis G.  Also, there is a 
discrepancy for the case when h i j  G Iq. In this case the reduction o f h i j  with 
respect to G  is 0. Clearly, /itJ cannot be consistent with any hr . However, when 
we examine the Fermat surfaces in Section 2.4, this case will not play a role.
18
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D e fin it io n  2 .9 . Let /  and g be nonzero polynom ials in . . . ,  x*,]. Put L =
lcm ( lm ( f ) .  lm(g)).  The S-polynomial of f  and g, denoted by S ( / ,  <7), is defined as
These S-polynom ials play a vital role in the com putation of a Grobner basis. 
More specifically, we are interested in the reduction o f S-polynom ials o f any two 
polynomials in the Grobner basis as dem onstrated by Buchbergers Criterion [1].
T h e o r e m  2 .1 0 . (Buchbergers Criterion) Let G =  { g \ , . . .  ,g t } be a set  of  nonzero 
polynomials in F9 [xL, . . . ,  x*]. Then G is a Grobner basis for  the ideal I  =  (gi, ■ ■ ■, gi)
if  and only if  for  all i j .  we have S(g i .g j )  — >■+ 0 .
Proof. See [1]. □
From this Criterion we have a procedure, known as Buchbergers Algorithm , for 
com puting a Grobner basis. We can begin w ith the initial generators of our ideal / .  
say f \ . . . . .  fi, and determ ine the S-polynom ial of any two generators. Then reduce 
the S-polynom ial with respect to the set o f generators. If the reduction is nonzero, 
then add it to your set of generators for I.
Repeat the process o f computing reductions of S-polynom ials o f pairs of gen­
erators from this “growing1' set of generators. Eventually, after adding enough 
reductions to your generator set all S-polynom ials o f pairs of generators will re­
duce to zero with respect to the final set o f generators (cf. [1]). This set will be a 
Grobner basis for the ideal I.  The algorithm is shown below.
As an easy consequence of Definition 2.4, we have
L em m a  2 .1 1 . Suppose G  =  {g\, ■ ■ ■,gi)  is a Grobner basis for  the ideal I .  If
Iml^gf) divides lm (g i ) .  then {g 2 , . . .  ,gi )  is also a Grobner basis for  I.
Proof. See [1]. □
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Buchbergers Algorithm
INPUT: F  =  { / 1 ? C F , [ x l ? I*] with ^  0 for 1 <  i <  I 
O U TPU T: G  =  { ^ i , . . . .  5s}, a Grobner basis for ( / i , . - . ,  / / )  
INITIALIZATION: G  :=  F,Q  :=  { { / „ / , } ! / ,  ^  / ,  6  G }
W HILE g  #  0 DO 
Choose any { / ,  5 } 6  £
G G \  { { / , 5 }}
— > r, where r  is reduced with respect to  G.
IF r ^  0 THEN
G ■= G U {{u , r}| for all u €  G }.
G :=  G U  {r}
D e f in it io n  2 . 1 2 . A Grobner basis G  =  { g i - . ■ ■ ■ gi} is called a reduced Grobner 
basis if. for all i, lm{gi)  =  lt(gi)  and g  is reduced with respect to  G  \  {<7*}, i.e. no 
term that appears in 5 , is divisible by lm(gj)  for some j  ^  i.
2.2 H igh er-D im en sion a l V arieties
We now direct our attention to codes defined over higher-dimensional varieties o f  
the form V { I q) where [q C Fq[xt , . . .  , x*] for some k >  3. In this section we will 
consider principal ideals /  =  (g) w ith the following properties:
(i) g { x x , . . .  , x k) =  x f +  f ( x 2, . - - , x k)
(ii) l m ( g ) =  x f
(iii) d \ ( q - l )
Define n  :=  {q — 1 )/d .  Following Buchberger’s A lgorithm , we will construct a
Grobner basis for the ideal Iq =  (5 , / 1, . . . ,  /* ) where ft  :=  x f — x,- for I <  i  <  k.
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Consider the S-polynom ials. We have separated all possible S-polynom ials into 12 
various types.
S(g,  f i )  =  ^ g  ~  ^ - / i  =  x \~dg ~  Si =  x \  +  x\ ~df { x 2. . . . ,  x k) -  x f +  xi 
( 1) Xl
=  A ~ df ( x 2- • • • • x k) +  an
which can be reduced successively by g an additional n — 1 times to obtain
S ( g ,  f i )  - ^ + * i ( ( - l ) B+1[ / ( x 2, . . . ,  x*)]" +  1).
This can be further reduced, if necessary, by som e of the / , .  If there exists an 
exponent e, >  q o f x* in the expansion of [ / ( x 2, - . . ,  x*)]n, then reduce the previous 
reduction by / t-. In essence, such a reduction replaces x f with x, whenever possible.
XT X xfx?
(2 )
For i >  2, S (g , / , )  =  — - r -g  =  x f#  -  x t/ t
x.
=  x fx f -f- x f /  — x fx f  -i- x fx , =  x f /  -F x fx ,,<7
which can be reduced by both / ,  and g.
S{g,  fi)  x f /  +  x fx , -  / ( / , )  =  xfx< +  x , / +  x , /  -  x ,#  =  x , /  -  X i f  =  0.
x^x*7 x^x*7
S ( /„  / , )  =  - V / ,  -  - V / , -  =  x j / f- -  x f / ,
(3) X'
^^ 'T* . y* . /y*^
  X  £ J U j  JL i  JL  j  JL  ̂  JL  j  i X  j  J  ----  X j  i  j  *
which can be reduced by both /j  and / , .
S ( / j .  / , )  x f  X j — X , x f  — X , / ,  =  X i X j — X i X j  X l X j — X l X qj + X l f j  =  X i X j - X i X j  =  0 .
Note that through ( 1), (2 ), and (3). we have examined all the S-polynom ials  
determined by the pairs o f the k  -I-1 initial generators of Iq. At this point, we now
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have G  =  {g,  f y , . . . , /* , S'(g .  f y ) }  where S'{g ,  f y )  is the reduction of S ( g , f i )  by 
G \  { S m{ g , f i ) }  discussed in ( 1).
Let hQ denote an arbitrary polynomial in the variables x 2, . . . , x fc such that 
x i h a €  G.  Let h 3  denote an arbitrary polynomial in the variables x 2, ■ . ■ ,Xfc such
that h j  G G. We  may assume that lm (ha ) =  l t(hQ) and lm (h 3) =  l t(h3). These
polynom ials are defined to be "in progress.” of course. Right now. we have one of 
type hQ. namely S m(g, f y ) .  and k — 1 of type h3  e  G. We  now must consider the 
following 5-polynom ials.
x. a xf/£(/i0) x f l t ( h a ) _ u , _du
S ( g : X y h a ) = ----- 2----9 -------/7/7TT 1 Q =  l t (h a ) 9  ~  x i h *Xj XiH /̂Iq)
=  x f l t (ha ) 4- l t(hQ) f  -  x f hQ =  lt(hQ) f  -  x f [hQ -  l t(hQ)]r 
which can be reduced by g.
S { g , Xiha ) - 4̂> l t (hQ) f  -  x f [hQ -  l t(hQ)\ 4- g[hQ -  l t(hQ)]
=  l t {ha ) f  -I- f [ h a -  Z£(/i0 )] =  f h a .
a t  l a  x \ l t {h  a ) x \ l t {h a ) qS { fy ,X yh a) =   q fy -  ' XL/10 = l t ( h Q) f ! -  x [h c
X i X  i l t y t l a )
=  x \ l t ( h Q) — Xilt(ha ) -  x \h Q =  - Xilt (h 0 ) -  xf[/iQ -  Z£(/iq)],
which can be reduced by both f y  and X y h a .
5 ( / l ,  X y h 0 ) -  X y l t ( h a ) -  x f [ / iQ -  l t ( h Q )] + f y [ h Q -  l t ( h a ) \
=  —  X y l t ( h a ) — Xt[hQ — l t ( h a ))  =  — X y h a  — X y h a  4- X y h Q = 0.
! r \  XT \ l c m ( x qi . X y l t ( h a ) )  l c m ( x q . X y l t { h a ) )(6 ) For i >  2, S ( f i : X y h a ) =  l— --------- / ,- ------------- 1  xyhQ =  x y h
Xj XlltyflQ )
where h '  is a polynomial in the variables x 2, . . . .  x*. If x y h '  is reducible by G,  then 
the reduction must be o f the form Xy tim es a polynomial independent of xy (i.e., 
a polynom ial in Fq[x2, • • -, x fc]).
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S(g,  ft,) =  Ẑ 9  -  A , -  U(ha)g -  *?ft,
^  Xj l t {n0)
=  x f l t (h 0 ) +  l t{h0 ) f  -  x f h j  =  l t (h0) f  -  x f [hg — l t {h 0 )], 
which can be reduced by both g and h0.
S(g,  h0) ~ ^ l t ( h g ) f  -  x f  [hg -  lt(hg)]  +  g[hg -  =  l t ( h g ) f  +  f [hg  ~  lt{hg)}
=  } h e  She -  f h $ =  0 .
S U u h e )  =  ~ ^ r y - h e  =  ( ( ( f t ,) / ,  - x \ h 3
ĝ̂  Xl l t\hg)
=  x \ l t ( h 0) — Xilt(hg)  — x \ { h 3) =  —Xilt(hg)  — x \ [h 0  — lt(hg)\,  
which can be reduced by both f i  and h0 .
S ( f i , h g )  -  Xilt(hg)  -  x\[hg -  l t ( h 3)] +  f i [ h g  -  lt{hg)\
h 3
=  — X \ l t ( h , 3 ) — Xi [ h 0  — l t ( h a ) \  =  —Xih 0 ----> — X \ h 0  + X y h 0  - 0.
i-i ■ ^ c / e  l \  lcm {xqA t ( h a)) lcrn(xqt , l t { h 0 ))
(9) For . >  2 , S ( /„  ft,) = ---------^ -------- / , ----------- -^ ------- ft , -  ft,
where /i7 is a polynom ial in the variables x 2, . . . ,  x*. If this is reducible by G.  then 
the reduction must be independent o f x x.
/ 1r\\ c i  i ,  ̂ x i l c m ( l t (h a ) , l t {hg))  t x xlcm{lt (ha ) A t { h 0))(10) S (x ,f t„ f t ,)  = -------------------  x , f t „ --------------- ^ ----------- h 3  =  i , f t ,
where hg is a polynom ial in the variables X2 , - - •, x*. If x  1/1,5 is reducible by G.  then 
the reduction must be o f the form x i tim es a polynomial independent o f x i.
Finally, let hai and /iQ, denote any two polynomials in the variables x 2, . .  . ,xjt 
such that Xiha i , x i h Q 2  G G.  Similarly, let h0i and h 0 2  denote any two polynomials 
in the variables x 2, . .  - , x fc such that h0l. h0 2  G G.
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07
( 1 1 )
S (.ti ha i . X[ ha2) —
l c m ( l t ( h a i ) . l t (h Q2)) lcm (l t (hQl). l t(hQ2))
l t ( h Ql) Xl ° l l t(hQ2)
i ̂ 02 X\hi
where h( is a polynom ial in the variables x>. • - ■, X*. If x \ h t is reducible by G,  then 
the reduction must be o f the form x { times a polynom ial independent o f x x.
the reduction must be independent o f jq.
Since the code length o f C x ( / ,  L) is equal to the the number o f rational points 
o f V(Ig),  we need to work w ith  varieties with many rational points to  obtain long 
codes. Observe that in B uchbergers Algorithm, each tim e an S-polynom ial fails 
to reduce to zero, we append a new polynomial to G.  When this occurs, we are 
informed that any m ultiple o f the leading monomial of the polynom ial does not 
appear in -X(/9). Hence, in order to make j A ( / q)l relatively large, we would like a 
large number o f these S-polynom ials to reduce to  zero.
Consider the "first” S-polynom ial represented in (4); namely, S(g ,  S ‘ (g, f i ) ) .  
W hen does this reduce to zero? Note that S(g,  S*(g, f i ) )  reduces to  zero if and 
only if
f o r  some integer m.  Then there exists a subfield o f ¥ q with n +  I elements.
Proof. Suppose there exist positive integers d  and n such that dn =  q — 1 and 
n +  1  =  (char F,)™ for som e integer m.  Express q =  (char F9)£ where t  is a positive
( 1 2 ) S{h 3 x, h ^ )  =
lc m ( l t (h 0 l ) , l t(hj^)) lcm ( l t (h 3 l ) . l t ( h ^ ) )
---------- ‘  rip? — 'ic.
where h  ̂ is a polynom ial in the variables x 2, ■ - • -^k. If this is reducible by G,  then
m-i)n+lr  + 1) =  ( - i r + 7 n+l +  /  ~ ^ + o.
L e m m a  2 .1 3 . Suppose n is a divisor of  q — 1 that satisfies n +  1 =  (char F ,)7”
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integer. Then d  =  (q — l ) / n  im plies that
_  (char Fqy  -  1 
(char F, ) 771 — 1
Since d  is an integer, it follows that m\t.  Therefore, there exists a subfield of F, 
with n +  1 elements [6 ]. □
Let Fn+i denote that subfield. Suppose /  =  Cimx H bcsm s where c, €  F, and
m, €  T k for 1 <  i <  s. Note that
( - l ) n+1/ n+l +  /  =  - j nJrl + f =  - ( c i m i  H h csm s )n+l +  (c imi  H h csm s)
When does this reduce to zero by F ? To answer this question, we will use the 
following concept.
D e f in it io n  2 .1 4 . [8] A polynom ial /  6  F ,[x 2, . - . ,  is called an (F£- 1 , Fn+i )- 
polynomial  if the image of /  when restricted to F£-1 is contained in Fn+ i .
In fact, given this condition, we will show next that all 5-polynom ials that are 
independent of xi  will reduce to zero. This leaves us w ith a Grobner basis o f the 
form
for the ideal Iq.
T h e o r e m  2 .1 5 . Let g { x i , . . . ,  x*) := x f  -I- f ( x 2, . . . .  x*) €  F?[ x j , . . . ,  x*], where 
d\{q — 1), n :=  2^-, n +  1 =  (char F ,)m fo r  some positive integer m,  f  is an
— 1 if char F , #  2
1 if char F , =  2 .
So we always have (—1)"+1 =  —1 in F9 . Therefore,
=  - ( ( c i m 1)"+1 -I b (csm s)n+I) +  c tmi  -I h csm s
=  (cxm x) -  (Q m ! )" ^ 1 H b (csma) -  (csm 4)n+l.
{ x i ( ^ i ) , . . . ,  x i (gs) ,g ,  / 2, - • •, fk )
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(F£ 1, F„+I) -polynomial, and lt(g)  =  x f . Put I  =  (g ) C F7 [ x i , . . . ,  x*] and let 
J  =  ( /" -  1) C F9 [x2, . . .  , x k\. If  {51 . . . . .  gs, / 2, - - -, A }  is a Grobner basis for  
Jq; where f t :=  xf  -  x t for  2 <  i <  k, then { x x{g { ) , . . .  , x i { g , ) , g ,  f a  . . . ,  f k} is a 
Grobner basis fo r  Iq.
Proof. Put / '  := ( x \ { g i ) , . . .  ,X\,{gs), g, f y  -A)-  We need to show / '  C Iq. It
suffices to show that ^ ( g ,)  G Iq for all i such that 1 <  i <  s. Since gi G Jq,
then gt =  +  P i [ /n “  !] for some P \ - l ^  Pk €  F ,[x2, . .  - ,x*]. Therefore,
x i(di) — Y l lj= 2 x iP]fi  +  Pix i [ f n ~  1]- Since f j  G Iq for 2 <  j  <  k, we have that 
Y2 j= 2 x iPjfj  *s *n <̂7- *̂ lscb x i [ f n ~  1] *s the negative of the reduction o f S ( g , f i )  
represented in (1). Hence, x t (<7,-) G Iq. Thus, I' C Iq.
Put K  := ( / )  C F ,[x2, . . .  ,x*]. Since Iq, Jq, and K q are radical ideals, put 
a := number of points o f V ( I q) =  |A(A) | ,  
b := number of points o f V ( J q) =  |A (J ?)|, 
c :=  number of points of V ( K q) =  |A(A',)|- 
Notice that
b =  | {(c2, . . . ,  ck) G Fj" 1 | / ( c 2, . . . .  Ck) G F„+i \  {0 }} |
and
c =  |{ (c2, . . . , < * ) €  F j - 1 | / ( c , . . , . .  ck) =  0 } |.
For ci G Fg we have that cf G Fn+i since (cf)n_fl =  (c i)<7-l+d =  cf. For each 
nonzero element y  G Fn+i there exists d-manv choices for ci G F9 such that cf =  y. 
Therefore, from the defining polynomial g(x  i , . . . , x fc), we have a =  db +  c. Note 
that A (/')  C { x f 1 . .  -a:ffc|0 <  Qi <  d, 0 <  a , <  q for 2 <  i <  k, and either c*i =  0 
or x f 2 . . .  x£fc G A («/,)}. Therefore,
|A ( / ') | <  +  (d -  1 )|A (7 ,) | =  «*-■ +  (d -  1)6.
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Since / '  C Iq, then A ( / , )  C A ( /') .  Thus, a =  |A ( / , ) |  <  |A ( /') |.
Assum e that |A ( /g)| <  |A ( / ' ) | .  Hence.
a =  db +  c <  qk~l +  (d — 1)6.
which im plies that 6 +  c <  qk~ l . However.
6 +  c =  | {(c2; . . . ,  ck) €  ffj"11/ ( c 2, . .  -, ck) e  \  { 0 }}|
+  |{ (c2 , . . . . c fc) €  F j - l | / ( c 2; . . . , c fc) =  0}|
=  e  f f j - l | / ( c 2, . . . , c * )  €  Fn+ ,} | =  qk~ l
since /  is an (F£~l , Fn+i )-polynom ial, which is a contradiction. Therefore, we have 
| A( / , ) |  =  |A ( / ') | .  Thus, A ( / , )  =  A (/') =  { ^ ‘ . . . x “fc|0 <  o i <  d. 0 <  a, <  q for 
2 <  i <  k.  and either <*i =  0 or x V  . . .  x^k €  A (J <7)}. By Theorem 2.5, we have 
that { x L (<7i ) , . . . ,  xi(gs), g, / 2, - - -, A-} is a Grobner basis for Iq. □
2.3 Ferm at V arieties
Specifically, consider the Fermat varieties defined by the ideal
/  =  (x f +  x i  +  • • • +  x f -f- 6) C F , [ x i , . . . . x fc]
where nd =  q — 1, n +  l  =  (char F, )" 1 for some positive integer m . and 6 G Fn+1, 
which is a subfield of F , by Lemma 2.13. The following table displays all varieties 
of this type for q <  729 =  36. N ote that this includes all affine Hermitian varieties. 
This is the case when q =  (d — l ) 2.
We now wish to determine the exact number o f solutions in F£ for the equation 
x f +  x i  +  ■ ■ ■ +  x f 4- 6 =  0 satisfying the above conditions. This has been done 
previously by [11] and [12]. However, the argument is usually done using character 
sums. We will provide a sim pler explanation.
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Fermat Varieties Table
Q d n 9 d n 9 d n
4 3 1 64 63 1 289 18 16
8 7 1 81 10 8 343 57 6
9 4 2 81 40 2 361 20 18
16 5 3 121 12 10 512 73 7
16 15 1 125 31 4 512 511 1
25 6 4 128 127 1 529 24 22
27 13 2 169 14 12 625 26 24
32 31 1 243 121 2 625 156 4
49 8 6 256 17 15 729 28 26
64 9 7 256 85 3 729 91 8
64 21 3 256 255 1 729 364 2
Note that cd €  F„+ i for all c €  F , since (crf)n+1 =  (c)<7~l+d =  cf1. Therefore, 
x d +  x d 4- • — +  x d +  b is an (F£~l , Fn+i )-polynom ial. Put y3  :=  x j  for 1 <  j  <  k. 
Consider the solutions in F^+1 to the equation y x +  -•- +  ?/* +  b =  0. Assume that 
exactly i of the y_, are nonzero. For 1 <  i <  k, define zitb to be the number of ways 
to choose i elem ents t q , . . .  .a* €  Fn+i \  {0} such that ai +  • • • +  a, +  b =  0. For 
i =  0 . we set
ZQ,b =  <
1 if 6 =  0 
0  otherwise.
For each nonzero yj  6  Fn+l there ex ists d-many Xj G Fg such that x d =  yj. Of
course, if yj =  0 then Xj =  0. Thus, the number of solutions to x d H \-xd +  b =  0
in which there are exactly i nonzero Xj is (*)z^bdi■ Hence, the number of solutions
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over F£ to x f  +  x f  +  • • ■ +  x f  +  b =  0 is $^*_0 (kt ) z ubdl. Now, we will examine the 
two cases of z,-,*, more explicitly beginning with a recursive formula.
L e m m a  2 .1 6 . [3] For i >  2, z^  =  nl 1 — z,_[.&.
Proof. There are n l 1 ways to choose elem ents a x. . . . .  a,_[ from Fn+i \  {0 }. Exactly
z ,-!^  of these choices have the property that ai +  - • -+ a , _ l + 6  =  0. However, for each 
of these z,-i,b choices there does not exist a nonzero a, such that a.i +  - ■ ■+al + b  =  0 . 
On the other hand, if a\ +  - • • 4- +  b ^  0. then there exists a unique nonzero
a t such that a.\ +  ■ - • +  a, +  b =  0 . □
P r o p o s it io n  2 .1 7 . (i) The number o f  solutions in to x f  +  x f H h x f =  0 is
qk +  n ( l  — d)k 
n +  1
(ii) The number of solutions over F£ to x f  -F xf  +  • • • +  x f  +  b =  0 when b ^  0 is
Proof, (i) 6 =  0. Note that zo,o =  1 and z^o =  0. Therefore, by expansion of the 
recursive formula, we obtain that for i >  2 ,
qk — (1 — d)k
n +  1
Z;,o =  n l 1 -  nl 2 H b ( — l ) 'n  =  ^ ( - 1 )
N ote that z, j0 is also expressed as a geometric series, so
_  ( —l)'n[l  — (—n )I_l] _  nl +  ( —1 
1,0 1 +  n n +  1
l ) ‘n 
for i >  0. Hence, the number of solutions is
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(ii) i  /  0. Note that z0,6 =  0 and z l>6 =  1. Therefore, by expansion of the 
recursive formula, we obtain that for i >  1.
£ - 1
Zl b =  n ‘_I -  n - 2 +  • • - +  ( - l ) ' n  +  ( - 1),+1 =  ^ ( - l ) ' n ' - 1-'.
/=o
Note that zt b̂ is expressed as a geom etric series, so
_  ( - l ) i+1[l -  ( - n ) 1] _  n 1 +  ( - l ) 1+l 
~1,6 1 + n  n  4 -  1
for i >  0. Hence, the number of solutions is
1 © ' “ S F  ■ "TT §  ( > ’' ♦ = 1  t  © < -  ..
1 = 0  V ' 2=0 ' '
-  1 M k) -------- — (1 -  d)k =  g<:~ ( 1 ~. d)\ D
n +  1 n +  1 n +  1
Throughout the rest of this chapter, we will choose to assign the variables equal
weight. Thus we may assume w t ( x i) =  w t(x 2) =  • • • =  wt(xk)  =  1- Note that our 
monomial ordering is then sim ply the degree lexicographic ordering.
Generally, it is difficult to describe the H -sequence for Fermat varieties of dimen­
sion k. However, we can obtain a description of N r under certain circumstances. 
In the next section we will show that the hypothesis in the following theorem is 
valid in the case o f Fermat surfaces.
T h e o re m  2 .1 8 . Let V (Iq) be an affine variety defined by I  C .¥ q[xx, . . .  , x k] where 
k >  3. Suppose that wt{xi)  =  w t(x j )  fo r  1 <  i . j  <  k. For each h i , h j , h T 6  H, if  
h j j  =  x^lX2 2 ■ - • r f f  ~  hT =  x \ lx\f  . . .  x rkk implies that p n <  r„ for  3 <  n  <  k, then
N r  =  IlJ;=l(rn + 1)-
Proof. By Proposition 1.21, we know that N r >  r in = i(r'»',_^)- Assume equality does 
not hold. Then there exist elem ents hi =  x \ l . . .  x lk , hj =  x?f . .  .Xff e  H  such that
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hthj =  ht J is a well-behaving term consistent with hr but hthj ^  hr . By Lemma
1.20. we may assum e that hi and h3  are non-divisors o f hr. T his implies that there 
exist a  and 3  such that 2a >  rQ and jg  >  T g .  Since in +  j n <  rn for 3 <  n <  k
(by our hypothesis) and hr < t hihj  (by Corollary 1.15). we have a .  3  £  {1 ,2}  and
*i +  j i >  r i-
\ \  e will show that h i j  cannot be well-behaving. We will find hu =  x “l . . .  x%k 
and h L. — x , 1 . . .  such that hu < t ht , h v < t hj, and huhv =  hr .
Put ui '■= m in lz^ .r!}. For 2 <  n <  k  put
n — L
un :=  m in{r„, ^  ^  u,}.
/=i i=i
Put un :=  r „  — u n for 1 <  n <  k. Now. since wt(hi)  +  w t(h j )  =  w t (h r ). we have 
that
+  1 2 jn  =  1 2
k
' rn -
n =1 n =  1 n = I
*k ^Clearly. £ n=l u7l <  £ n=1 in.
Assume XZn=i <  Then, for all n such that 2 <  n <  k.
k n — I
Un =  r n < 1 2 il ~ 1 2  Ul 
1 = 1  1 = 1
(otherwise, it — ui <  5Zf=1 ut, which is a  contradiction). Furthermore,
m  =  i x <  rL (otherwise, un =  rn <  5Zn=i ^  which is a contradiction).
Therefore.
k  k  k  k  k
i i + 1 2 rn =  1 2 Un < 1 2 in =  1 2 r n ~ 1 2 j n
n = 2 n=l n=l n =  1 n =  1
which implies that i\ +  j \  <  i\ +  j n <  n ,  which is a contradiction. Thus,
H n =1 “ n  = H n =  1 *«•
Bv construction,
k  k  k  k  k  k
* 52 v * =  1 2  r n - 1 2 Un =  1 2 Tn - 1 2 in =  1 2 2 ^ -
n =  1 n=l n =  I n= 1 n= I n =  1
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Let h u =  x f 1 . . . x£fc and hv =  x f1 . .  - x{fc. So. w t ( h u) =  wt(ht) and wt(hv) =  wt(hj) .  
Xote that huhv =  hr . Therefore. hu, hv E H  by Remark 1.9. We claim that hu < t hi 
and hv < t h} .
Suppose txi =  r t <  z'i. Then we have hu < t hi. Also. ux =  r x implies that 
i/'! =  T[ — ui =  0. Hence, if j i  >  0 then hv < t hj.  If j x =  0. then since hj \  hr , we 
have r2 < j>- This im plies that u2  <  j-> and hv < t hj.
Suppose ux =  <  r i- Since ht \  hr . we have r2 <  i2- Thus. u2  <  i> and hu < t hi.
Also, u\ and i x +  j x >  n  imply that v x <  j x. If i\ +  j i  >  r x. then vx <  j x and 
so h v < t hj. If +  j i =  r x, then since hj f hr, we have r2 <  j 2. This implies that 
v 2  <  j> and hv < t hj.
Thus, in each of the cases we have h u-v =  hr w ith h u < t h t and h v < t hj .  Hence, 
h i j  is not a well-behaving term, which is a contradiction. □
2.4  Ferm at Surfaces
T h e o r e m  2 .1 9 . Consider the affine variety V ( I q) defined by a Fermat surface 
where I =  (xf +  x f  +  x f -I- 6) C Fg[x i .x 2, X3] and d  satisfies 1 < d < q. The set of  
leading terms of the reduced Grobner basis fo r  Iq is {xf, x |,  x f. X[xf- 1 . x i x f ^ x f } if  
and only if d\(q — 1), n +  1 =  (char F ,)m fo r  some integer m where n :=  (q — 1 )/d.  
and b 6  F„j.i \  {0 }.
Proof. (< = )  We apply Buchbergers Algorithm  and carefully examine two of the 
S-polynom ials. First,
S ( g , f  1) -*-> ii((-l)"+7 ” +1) = Xi(-/" +1) = I,(-(4 + 4  + 6)” + 1),
whose leading term is — x i x f - 1 . Second,
S { f 2 , S ' ( g ,  f i )) =  x xx \  -  x xx 2  +  x i x 2( — (x f +  x f +  b)n +  1),
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which has leading term —x \ x £ n 1)+1^3 =  — x \x \  dx* since the term x ix \  is can­
celed. Currently in the algorithm we have G  =
{ x d +  x d +  x d +  b,x% —X2 ,x% — x 3, x i ( ( x d +  x d +  b)n -  1). x i x 2 (xd +  x d +  b)n - x xx 2}. 
The set of leading monomials of G  is
f d  <7 <7 <7—1 q —d d }{x“. X^ X3, X\X.Z .X 1X0 X3}.
All other 5-polynom ials must reduce to zero since the set of leading monomials 
implies that A ( / 9) C . - l u B u C ,  where
.4 =  { 4 4 [0 <  3  <  q, 0 <  7  <  q) 
B  =  {x°x%xj\ l  <  a  <  d, 0 <  3 < q — d. 0 <  7  <  <7}
C  =  {x^x^x^ll <  a  <  d .q  — d <  3 <  q — 1 , 0 <  7  <  d}.
Thus.
| A( / , ) |  < q 2  +  { d -  1 )(q -  d)q +  {d -  l ) ( d  -  1 )d
=  q2  +  (d — \)q 2  — dq(d  — 1) 4- d(d  — l )2 =  dq 2  +  dq( 1 — d) +  d( 1 — d ) 2
, -Tfl A , n  y - ( l - d ) 3  q3 - ( l  - d f-  d(q +  q{ l  -  d) +  (I -  d) ) -  = ------ ~ [Z 5-----
_  g3 -  (1 - d ) 3  _  q3  -  (1 -  d ) 3  
~  2^1 +  1 “  n +  1
which is the actual number of points o f V(Iq) by Proposition 2.17.
( = > )  Assume d \  (q— 1). Express (q — 1) =  n d + r  where n >  1 and 1 <  r <  d — 1. 
Suppose r ^ r f - 1 . Then in the ring F<7[xl , x 2,X3] / / (? we have
x l + I q =  xql + I q =  x^+1(x f )n +  Iq =  x [+1( - l ) n( 4  +  4  +  *>)n +  U-
Thus, the polynomial /  =  x rl+ l ( —l ) n(x 2 + x d +  b)n — xi  €  Iq and l m ( f )  =  Xi+ 1X2n- 
However, since r  +  1 <  d  and dn  <  q — 1, we know that Xi+1X2n is not a m ultiple
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of any o f the leading terms o f the Grobner basis, which is a contradiction. Suppose 
r =  d — 1 . then q =  (n +  l )d .  Note that n -t- 1 >  1 implies that n -t- 1 =  (char F9)m 
for some m  >  0. Therefore,
x l + I q = x ql +  Iq =  {xd)n+x +  Iq =  ( - l ) n+l( 4  +  4  +  b)n+l +  Iq
=  ( - i r +1(x2{"+1) +X3(n+1) + 6n+I) + / ,  =  ( - l ) n + 1(x’ + x l  + b n + l ) + I q 
=  ( — l ) n+l (x2 +  X.3 +  6n_rI) +  [q.
Thus, the polynomial f  =  X\ — ( —l )”4-1̂  +  x 3  +  bn* 1) G Iq and l m ( f )  =  x^. 
However, X[ is not a m ultiple o f any of the leading terms of the Grobner basis, 
which is a contradiction. Hence, d\{q — 1).
Assume n +  I =  s t  where s  =(char F9)fc for som e k >  0 and (char F9) f t  with t 
an integer greater than 1. In the ring Fq[xi. x 2, x 3\ / I q we have that
x dl + I q =  x r l+d +  Ig =  x f +d +  l q =  (x?)n+1 + I q =  ( - l ) n+1(x* +  x i  +  b ) n +x  +  I q
=  ( ~ i r + i ((xd + x d +  b r + i +  {xd2  -  x r l+d) +  { 4  -  A ' x+d)) +  u
=  ( - i ) n+I( ( 4  +  4  +  b)st +  4 -  4 ~ l*d +  4 -  4 ~ " d) +  i q 
=  ( - i ) n+i( ( ^ s + 4 s + bsy + 4 -  4 ~ l + d + 4 -  * r 1+d) +  i q
Thus, the polynomial
/  =  ( - l ) n +  1 ( ( x f  +  x f  +  b S Y  +  x i  -  X qf X+d + X d -  x l ~ l + d ) -  x i  G I q .
Since
d s t  =  d(n  +  l) =  dn +  d  =  q — I +  d,
we have that xd3t — X2 ~x+d =  0  and l m ( f ) =  x f ^ ^ x f  and its coefficient is 
( — l ) ”+1i. Note that
ds{ t  — 1 ) =  d (s t  — s) =  d(n  +  1 — s) <  dn =  q — 1
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and ( — l ) n+lf ^  0 over F ,. Thus, xff  is not a multiple o f  any of the leading
terms of the Grobner basis, which is a contradiction. Hence n +  1 =  (char F9)m for 
som e integer m.
From the proof o f (<£=) we know that the leading terms im ply that
a3  -  (I -  d ) 3  
=  „ +  ! - ■
Therefore, by Proposition 2.17, 6 ^ 0 .  □
C o r o lla ry  2 .2 0 . Let V ( I q) be the affine variety defined by a Fermat surface where 
I  =  (xf +  xf  +  x f  +  6) C Fqjx!, X2 , x 3] where d\(q — 1), ti -+- 1 =  (char Fq)m fo r  
some integer m  where n := (q — 1 ) /d .  and b E Fn+i \ {0}. A Grobner  basis fo r  Iq is 
{ x f  + x f  + x f  +  b.X2 — 2 2̂ , X̂  — x 3, X i( (xf  + X 3 + 6)n — 1),  XiX-,(x2  +  x f  +  b)n — X ix |} -
C o r o lla ry  2 .2 1 . (i) For each polynomial gi of the Grobner basis G  in Corollary
2 . 2 0 . if xQ =  x ° lX2 2 x % 3  is a monomial that appears in gt such that w t ( x a ) =  
w t( lm (g i ) ) . where lm(gi)  - xf'x^fx^3, then 3\ >  and 3\ -r 3 2  >  Qi +  a 2.
(ii) Suppose f  reduces to r modulo G .  Also, suppose l m ( f )  =  and
lm (r)  =  x f lx%2 x£3. I f  w t ( l m ( f ) )  =  w t ( lm ( r ) )  then 3\ >  Oi and 3\ +  ,3o >  a t 4-Q2 -
Proof. This follows by inspection of the polynom ials in the Grobner basis in Corol­
lary 2 .2 0 . □
For the remainder of this chapter we will assume that V ( I q) satisfies the con­
ditions stated in Corollary 2.20. We will now show that for each hr €  H,  its  
corresponding N r is easy to determine.
L em m a  2 .2 2 . For hi =  x\ lx lf x ' f ,  hj =  x ’f x f f x ’f ,  and hr =  x \ lx Tf x rf  E H , i f
/i, j .A. f .ij ̂  Aj 3 is consistent with hr , then pz <  r3.
Proof. First we will show that for Fermat surfaces hUJ £ Iq. Indeed, if /itJ =  
x f lx^2 x^ 3 E Iq, then xfx^xl  ^ ^  follows that Xix 2 x 3  E Iq. However, there does
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not exist a Grobner basis polynom ial whose leading term divides x \ x 2x 3, which 
is a contradiction. Now, by Remark ‘2.7, we have that hT is the leading monomial 
of the reduction of hij  w ith respect to the Grobner basis. Also, hij  ~  hT implies 
that vi t (hu_,) =  wt(hr). Therefore, Corollary 2.21 implies that px +  P2 >  r t +  r2. 
However, since /iXJ and hr have the same total degree, we have p 3  <  r3. □
P r o p o s it io n  2 .23 . For the Fermat surfaces of this section, we have that N r =  
+  !)• number o f  monomial divisors of hr .
Proof. This follows from Lemma 2.22 and Theorem 2.18. □
N ot only are we interested in the actual value of N r, but in order to determine 
the dimensions of our codes we need to know how many times that value occurs. 
Put
St =  |{^r €  H \N r <  t}| .
The footprint of the ideal Iq can be expressed as A ( / ,)  =  U \  (V  U IT) where
U  =  {x°x%x1\Q <  a  <  d ,0  <  3  <  q.O <  j  <  q },
V =  {x“:r2~ lX3 11 <  q  <  d, 0 <  7  <  q),
W  =  {x^x^Xzll < a < d , q —d < 3 < q  — 2 , d < 7 < q } .
Since N r is simply the number of monomial divisors o f hr , we know from A (Iq) 
that S t =  \Ut \ ~  11 i| — |IT | where
Ut =  { ( a ,  3,  7 ) |« /? 7  <  t, 1 <  a  <  d, 1 <  3 <  q, 1 <  7  <  q)
\ \  =  { (a , 7 ) |q 9 7  <  t, 2 <  a  <  d, 1 <  7  <  q}
W t =  {(a , 0,  7 )|or/37 <  t, 2 <  a  <  d, q — d <  3  <  Q,d <  J <  q}.
However, if we restrict
t  <  2 {q — d  +  l ) (d +  1),
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then 0  =  0 . Hence,
o = ioi-|v;|.
If we fix the value of the product 3~f, call it x, then | { a | ( a . . i .  7 ) 6  Ut }\ =  
min{r/. |_f/xj}. Hence,
t
\&t\ =  ^ T f t (x )g(x )
i= i
where
f t (x)  =  min{d, [ t /x j  }
and
g(x ) =  7)1^7 =  x , l  <  0  < q , l  < y  <  q}\.
If we fix the value o f the product 0 :7 . call it y.  then
l‘/*J
in  I =  £ > ( » )
!/—2
where
h(y)  =  |{(o:, 7 ) |q 7  =  y, 2 <  a  <  d.  1 <  7  <  </}|.
Thus, for t <  2{q — d +  l ) (d  +  1) we have
* L*/*J
St =  ^ T f t (x)g{x) -  ^  h (y)-
r=l y =2
For affine variety codes C x ( / ,  L) of length q where /  =  ( x f + x f + x f + 6) C
F9 [xi. x 2. X 3 ] ,  if we want a minimum distance lower bound of 5, then we put L =  
span{/zr|.Vr <  £}. Hence, L  has dimension Sj_[. Thus, our code has dimension
q3 -  (1 -  d)3
n  +  1
— Sg— 1.
E x a m p le  2 .2 4 . Suppose you desire a code over F.t to have length 36 and minimum  
distance at least 6 . Consider the affine variety code C X( / , L )  where the ideal I  =
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( x f  4-x.>  4- X 3 +  1) C  F 4 [ x i . x 2 , x 3 ], put L =  span{/ir |jVr <  6 }. We need to calculate 
S's =  E J = i h ( x )g {x )  with f 5(x) =  m in{3, | 5 / xJ}  and
g{x ) =  |{(/3, 7)1^7 =  x , 1 < ^ < 4 51 < 7 <  4}| .
Thus.
•S’s =  3 <7(1) 4- 2g(2) +  <7(3 ) 4- g(4) 4- <7(5 ) =  3 4-  4 4- 2 4- 3 -f 0 =  12.
Hence. C x ( / .  L) is a [36, 24, >  6 ]-code over F4, i.e. a code of length 36, dimension  
24, and minimum distance at least 6 . The actual minimum distance is 6 since 
the columns of the parity check matrix //*  corresponding to the points Pi  =  
(1, a 2. a2), P -2 = (1,1, a2), .P3 = (a, 1,1), Pj = (a, a, l ) , P s  =  (a2, a. a), and P6 =  
(a2, a2, a), where a is a generator of the m ultiplicative group of F4. are linearly 
dependent.
E x a m p le  2 .2 5 . Suppose you wish to obtain a code over F9 with length 252 and 
minimum distance at least 12. Consider the affine variety code C ~ ( I . L )  where 
I  =  (xf 4- x '2 4- x |  +  1) C  Fg[ x  1, Xo, x 3] , put L =  span{/ir | ;Yr <  12}. Now, S n  =  
S i L i  f n ( x ) g ( x )  with / n ( x )  =  m in{4, \ l l / x \ }  and
g(x)  =  | { ( 0 ,7 ) 10 7  =  * , 1 < 0 < 9 , 1 < 7 <  9 >l-
Therefore,
11
1 =  4<7(1) 4- 4^(2) 4- 3</(3) 4- 2^(4) +  2g(o)  4- g(x)
x=6
=  4 4 - 8 4 - 6 4 - 6 4 - 4 4 - 4 4 - 2 4 - 4 4 - 3 4 - 2 4 - 0  =  43.
Thus, our code is a [252, 209, >  12], F9-linear code.
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